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Thirty years after the world famous disco Studio 54 opened its doors, the pretty young things who ran the 
place are not so young anymore. But they all have stories to tell—even if they can’t tell them to their 
grandchildren. Covering Studio 54 was like covering the big bang. On April 26, 1977—a long time before 
superstar D.J.’s, before velvet ropes, before anyone had ever heard of “club drugs” like XTC, 2CB, and 
special K—Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager let there be light and speed and spectacle so preternaturally 
pleasurable that it had to fall apart. But while the ball lasted, there was no more thrilling nightlife than the 
dance on West 54th Street. -PhilipNobile 

 
 
          The Dream: Halston, Bianca, Andy, Liza, and friends “party” the night a way at Studio 54 
 
  
“Studio 54…The Dream,The Magic,The Reality” 
A Three Part Documentary Film Series by Catherine O’Sullivan Shorr 
Directed by Yves Billon 
Produced by Zarafa Films, Paris in association with Planet Group Entertainment 
 
 
 
This three part documentary series presents the story of Studio 54, located at 254 
W. 54th Street in Manhattan.. How it started (The Dream) in 1977, how it rode the 
disco wave of the late 70’s (The Magic), and how it came crashing down in 1979 (The 
Reality)…all within a period of three high-speed years. 
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“It’s bisexual. Very bisexual. And that’s how we choose the crowd, too. In other words, we want everybody to 
be fun and good-looking.” –Steve Rubel in Interview Magazine. And have sex and do drugs in the balcony.  

History 

Former fashion PR (Valentino), multi-lingual, Sorbonne educated, Peruvian 
firecracker, Carmen D'Alessio, was initially retained by former model, Uva Harden to 
promote the club. Funding arrangments fell through after the original backer, gallery 
owner Frank Lloyd lost a $9 million lawsuit to the artist Mark Rothko's estate. 
D'Allessio introduced nightclub owners Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager to the project, 
who at the time were enjoying some success with their club The Enchanted Garden. 
D'Allessio, after working in Rome and around Europe as a fashion PR, was uniquely 
connected in the fashion, music and film scenes; and generally with the kind of "A" 
list jetsetters, movers and shakers, and celebrities, from across the United States, 
South America, Europe and other parts of the world. Harden was pushed out of the 
project, Rubell and Shrager gave D'Alessio much of the control for the design and 
promotion of the club. 

 Studio 54 opens for business. 
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At the opening D'Alessio sent out 5,000 invitations to her exclusive mailing list 
together with an enticing surprise gift to each of her invitees. Liz Smith, Cindy Adams 
and other New York gossip columnists announced to the world the coming of 
something big, and so Studio 54 the most notorious nightclub in history was born, 
with Bianca Jagger, Brooke Shields,Cher, Margaux Hemingway, Donald Trump and 
many other well known celebrities in attendance. Hordes scrambled to gain entry but 
only the lucky ones succeeded in gaining entry. Some celebrities including Mick 
Jagger and Frank Sinatra were unable to get in. 

 Bianca rides in on a white horse. 

Shortly after the opening D'Alessio came up with the idea of hosting a birthday party 
for her friend Bianca Jagger. Bianca Jagger entered on a white horse and the 
resulting publicity firmly established Studio 54 as the preferred nightclub for New 
York celebrities including, Halston, Elton John, Liza Minnelli, Truman Capote, 
Elizabeth Taylor, Andy Warhol, and Lillian Carter, then-president Jimmy Carter's 
mother. 

 Rubell hand-selects his customers. 

Studio 54 was operated by the flamboyant, publicly visible Rubell and his retiring 
silent partner Schrager. At the club's prime, Rubell became widely known for hand 
selecting guests from the always huge crowds outside, mixing beautiful "nobodies" 
with glamorous celebrities in the same venue. 
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The infamous "Man In the Moon With a Cocaine Spoon". From highbrow to lowbrow… 
everybody was doing it! 

Studio, as it came to be called, was notorious for the hedonism that went on within; 
the balconies were known for sexual encounters, and drug use was rampant. Its 
dance floor was decorated with a depiction of a Man in the Moon that included an 
animated cocaine spoon. A well known artist hand painted the ceilings . John Blair 
and Jason presented "Sundays at Studio 54," which catered to gay clientèle. 

 

A heavy mix of hedonism and drugs ultimately took its toll. “The End of Modern Day Gomorrah”.  

In 1979, Rubell and Schrager were arrested for skimming $2.5 million, and the club 
was closed with one final party called "The End of Modern-day Gomorrah," on 
February 4, 1980. New York lawyer Gary Naftalis successfully represented Schrager 
in the ensuing tax evasion prosecution. After the club's closing, cocaine and money 
were found in its walls. 
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The Regulars 

Studio 54 attracted all types of people, but there were a select few who were 
frequently there, some every night when they were in New York. The list below 
identifies many of them, and the producers expect to have interviews with a great 
many of them to recount their experiences. Note ** 

    

Liza Minnelli, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Cher, Debbie Harry, Truman Capote, William S. Burroughs and 
Madonna…everybody who was anybody partied at Studio 54. New York City, 1977-1979 

The Regulars were: Bianca Jagger, Liza Minnelli**, Elizabeth Taylor, Halston, Andy 
Warhol, Salvador Dalí, Jan des Bouvrie, Mick Jagger**, Jerry Hall, Bob Fosse**, 
Stevie Nicks, Debbie Harry**, Sela Ward, Truman Capote, Margaux Hemingway, 
Elton John**, Janice Dickinson, Bob Monkhouse, Diana Ross**, Sylvester Stallone**, 
Olivia Newton-John, Valentino, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Brooke Shields**, 
Grace Jones**, Sophia Loren, Christopher Reeve, Yul Brynner, Dustin Hoffman**, 
John Belushi, Bette Midler**, Gloria Vanderbilt, Martha Graham, Gia Carangi, Rick 
James, Neil Bogart, Roy Cohn, Robin Williams**, Dolly Parton, Eartha Kitt, Mikhail 
Baryshnikov**, Gilda Radner, Cher**, Goldie Hawn, Lauren Hutton**, Divine, Michael 
Jackson, Arnold Schwarzenegger**, Maria Shriver**, Diane von Fürstenberg**, 
Warren Beatty**, Gloria Swanson, Tatum O'Neal, Karl Lagerfeld**, Calvin Klein, Rod 
Stewart**, Jack Nicholson**, John F. Kennedy, Jr., John Travolta, Valerie Harper**, 
Diana Vreeland, Donald** and Ivana Trump, Richard Gere**, Reggie Jackson, Ann 
Miller, Francesco Scavullo, Jennifer Grey, Lillian Carter, Kate Harrington, Bjorn Borg, 
Frank Sinatra, Geraldo Rivera**, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Farrah Fawcett**, Al Pacino**, 
Shirley MacLaine**, Vitas Gerulaitis, Bella Abzug, Harvey Martin, Pelé, Cornelia 
Guest, Christina Onassis, Margaret Trudeau, Mark Gastineau, Rudolf Nureyev, 
Frankie Valli**, William S. Burroughs, Ron Wood, Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Saint-
Laurent, Vladimir Horowitz, Jessica Lange**, Allan Carr, Elsa Peretti**, Andrew 
Postal 

Performers 

Studio 54 attracted the stars of the music world, as disco was king during the era. 
Madonna (also a regular), Gloria Gaynor, James Brown, A Taste of Honey, The 
Village People**, Chic, Donna Summer** (also a regular),Grace Jones** (also a 
regular) . The producers expect to have interviews with a great many of them to 
recount their experiences. Note ** 
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 The Key Interview Focus 

Studio 54 had a beginning, middle and end.  
The best people to recount the period are those available to the producers who were 
among the founders, and their employees who were there EVERY night, serving and 
entertaining the guests. The producers have access to most of them including those 
mentioned below… 
 

 
The Studio 54 Team, recently reassembled  for an article in New York Magazine 

 

1. CARMEN D’ALESSIO, 59 
Then: Public Relations. “I created Studio 54!” says D’Alessio. “I’m the most important 
person to talk to.” According to the modest Peruvian, she brought Schrager and 
Rubell “hand-in-hand from the boroughs to the Big Apple,” and presented them at a 
preopening dinner attended by Warhol, Halston, and Calvin Klein. She found them 
Armani suits at Barneys. And then she put the club on the map by throwing parties 
like the one where Bianca Jagger rode in on a white horse, or Valentino got to act as 
the ringleader of real circus animals, or Armani was fêted with a drag-queen ballet. 
She also popped out of her own birthday cake in a skimpy gold lamé Norma Kamali 
bathing suit. Her breast popped out later, too.  
Now: Club Owner. Unlike her Studio cohorts (most of whom she didn’t mingle with 
because she was a “little diva,” she says), D’Alessio has never lost a taste for 
nightlife. “Studio didn’t impress me,” she says. “I’ve always been a jet-setter. Andy 
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Warhol said I am the jet-setter.” Now, after promoting every nightclub in the city, from 
Limelight and Tunnel to Cain and Plumm, she’s fulfilling a dream and opening a 
restaurant-bar-lounge of her own back home in Lima, Peru.  

 
2. IAN SCHRAGER, 60  
See below… 

 

3. MYRA SCHEER, 56 
Then: Executive Assistant. After several months of going to Studio as a customer, 
she was hired as Rubell and Schrager’s gal Friday. “I would get on the phone with 
Andy Warhol, Liza Minnelli, Diana Ross, Halston, and invite them to Steve’s 
‘backdoor’ parties,” which were private parties held behind a backdrop from 10 p.m. 
to midnight. “Then at midnight the backdrop would lift and they’d become part of the 
club.”  
Now: Fund-Raising Consultant. “I did nightclub PR until I had an awakening: I didn’t 
want to drink anymore.” She went into beauty and health PR, “kind of the antithesis of 
disco,” and works for nonprofits like the Rainforest Foundation Fund. “Now I’d rather 
work out to disco music than dance to it.”  

 

4. R. SCOTT BROMLEY, 68  
Then: Architect. D’Alessio asked Bromley to drop by to see the raw space. “I walked 
in, and all of a sudden it hit,” says Bromley. “I said, ‘You know, everyone wants a little 
bit of fame. So we’ll rip out all the seats and turn the stage into the dance floor.’ They 
loved the idea. We were designing it on napkins.” They hired a crew of tough Irish 
kids from the neighborhood and hammered and nailed it all together themselves.  
Now: Architect. Approaching 70, Bromley now only goes out to eat. (“Your legs go 
out. It just fades.”) But he’s still a clubber at heart: “The scuttlebutt on my block was 
that there would be a new nightclub moving in, and all the people my age were pooh-
poohing it. ‘We don’t want the traffic. We don’t want the noise.’ I thought, How 
wonderful! It will liven up the place. We’ll have lots of kids!”  
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5. MARC BENECKE, 50  
Then: Doorman. As a 19-year-old political-science student at Hunter College, he 
went with a friend to check out the club before it opened. “It was April. We walked in 
the door. I met Steve Rubell, and he asked me what I was doing for the summer. I 
said, ‘Nothing,’ and he said, ‘How would you like to work here?’” 
Now: Real-Estate Broker. “After Studio closed, I didn’t realize the party had ended, 
and it took me a long time. Let’s put it this way: Now I only drink red wine.” He spent 
years running his own bars and restaurants in L.A., then, in 2000, he reconnected 
with Schrager to help open the Clift hotel in San Francisco. This year, he changed 
careers, becoming a residential real-estate broker. What happened? “You’ll have to 
ask Ian.” Are you friendly? “We speak. I was very close with Steve. I miss Steve.” 

 

6. CHUCK GARELICK, 49 
Then: Head of Security. Garelick watched out for all the workers—especially 
Benecke, who was constantly in danger of being slugged by people he refused to let 
in. When the crowd outside got too big, Garelick and his men would link arms in a V 
formation and plunge in to swoop up Benecke’s chosen revelers and escort them 
inside.  
Now: Managing Director of GSS Security Services. Though he managed security for 
the Palladium in the eighties, Garelick has permanently gotten out of the nightclub 
business—his firm works with special events, hotels, and stores. “I like daylight,” he 
says. “And the nightclub business has changed. It used to be that if you banged into 
someone in a club, you’d turn around, say, ‘Excuse me. Sorry.’ They might even buy 
you a drink. Now it’s progressed to the point where if you bang into someone and 
say, ‘Excuse me,’ they’ll shoot you.”  

 

7. MICHAEL OVERINGTON, 53 
Then: General Manager. Days before the club opened, Overington talked his way 
into a $3-an-hour janitor job, and then worked his way up. “Maybe a few busboys like 
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Lenny [Miestorm] partied, but the doormen, the people who dealt with money, the 
technical people handling sets in the back, they didn’t party. We were all there to 
work really long hours. And we all made really good money. It’s almost like asking the 
cast of a major show like A Chorus Line, ‘Well, did you guys really go out and party 
all the time?’ No. We were all really serious about creating a great show.”  
Now: Vice-Chairman, Ian Schrager Co. Overington, whose wife is a former Studio 
coat-check girl, is still Schrager’s right-hand man. When Rubell passed away just 
months after the Royalton Hotel opened, “Ian had to kinda jump in to fill Stevie’s role 
[as the front man]. So I had to jump in to fill Ian’s role.” They went on to build the 
Paramount, the Delano, Mondrian, the Hudson, and the Gramercy Park Hotel, among 
others.  

 

8. JOANNE HOROWITZ, 54 
Then: Celebrity Wrangler. She got paid by the star. “Everybody was a different price,” 
she says. “Once in a while, Ian and I would argue because I thought Alice Cooper 
[$60] was worth as much as Sylvester Stallone [$80], but Ian thought no.”  
Now: Kevin Spacey’s Manager.They didn’t meet at Studio 54, but they did strike up a 
friendship, and Horowitz helped the then-unknown actor get into the club. Horowitz 
did movie-studio and personal publicity before becoming Spacey’s full-time manager. 
“It’s just a different kind of hustle,” she says. “I still work 24/7.”  

 

9. SCOTT TAYLOR, 50 
Then: Bartender. “Steve wanted all big, gay, muscle-bound bartenders, and I was, 
like, this Jewish straight boy from Queens. But I was a really hard worker,” he says. 
On opening night, he just showed up and volunteered his services in coat check. The 
second night, he showed up again and was put behind the bar when another 
bartender, also named Scott, called in sick. “Then, at the end of the night,” he says, 
“when all the other guys went out dancing, I took out the garbage and mopped the 
floor. Steve was still like, ‘I don’t want him working here.’ But the other bartenders 
were like, ‘No, no, no. He’s staying!’” Rubell finally relented. “Steve said, ‘You’re 
okay. You blend in with the gray walls.’” 
Now: Real-Estate Developer. After Studio, Taylor started a string of bars. Then, at 
age 40, “I just realized, ‘What the fuck? I’m sick of the kids and being drunk.’” In 
2005, he started a real-estate development company; soon after, he married clothing 
designer Sylvia Heisel.  
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10. SCOTT NILSSON, 49 
Then: Busboy. A ballet student at NYU, he’d arrived at Penn Station for the first time 
to be greeted by a man in a wedding dress, on roller skates, wearing a tiara, and 
carrying a fairy wand. “He smiled and blessed me on the way by.” When Bitterman 
(Scott’s last name then) got a job busing tables at Studio a few months later, he 
became friends with Rollerina, who was a club regular, and, rumor had it, a 
stockbroker. Nilsson also met his future (ex) wife on the Studio dance floor.  
Now: Small-Business Owner.After Studio was busted, he left the city altogether, 
moving to Atlanta with his wife to run a nonprofit Baptist ministry, and changed his 
last name. “By about 1984, it was very hard to stay in touch,” he says. “You would 
catch up for two minutes and then you’d find out about all the people who had died. I 
stopped calling.” He and his wife divorced in 1988. In 2001 he remarried, to a 29-
year-old choreographer. Recently he had an epiphany: “I’ve got about 30 years left, 
and if I’m going to try something different, it’s got to be now.” So he left the nonprofit 
to buy into a photography business that specializes in shooting dancers.  

 

11. MIESTORM, 47 
Then: Entertainer. A teenage art student from a farm in the Hamptons, Miestorm, or 
“Lenny 54,” as everyone called him then, was originally hired as a busboy and a part-
time bartender, but soon gave up on the concept of work. “I told Steve on opening 
night, ‘Look at these little shorts I’m wearing. Do you expect me to pick up glasses 
and sweep the floors? I’m not going to do that. I’m going to entertain your guests.’” 
Rubell thought that was a great idea and gave him a quaalude, his first. Later that 
night, he says, he snorted coke with Andy Warhol, Divine, and Halston. He still got a 
regular paycheck.  
Now: Aspiring Photographer. “Quaaludes, coke, shots of whiskey became my drugs 
of choice,” he says of the post–Studio 54 years, “and then maybe once in a while I’d 
pop a black beauty, a hit of blue-blotter acid, sometimes pink, sometimes yellow, 
sometimes magic mushrooms.” He lived in Brazil, Paris, Rome, Sicily, and 
California—where he spent two years working as a porn actor. During those years he 
had several “wake-up calls,” once literally waking up in a room full of naked people 
and finding that he couldn’t remember how he got there. Eventually, he decided “that 
I needed to get it together and not be high.”  
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Ian Schrager…still “Doing the Hustle” 

   Studio 54 Co-Founders Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager 

An interwiew with Ian Schrager, founder of Studio 54, explains it all. By Jada Yuan  

Do you regret anything Studio 54 introduced to clubland?  
No, but you know, I hate the idea of the velvet rope. Steve and I invented that. And 
I’m surprised, quite frankly, that in 30 years no one’s come up with something better. 
This may come as a shock to you, but when we did it, we thought it was an incredibly 
democratic process. It had to do with exercising the same discretion people exercise 
when they invite people into their home. It really wasn’t elitist. It was just a couple of 
guys from Brooklyn rolling up the rug and saying, “Let’s have a party!” It was like a 
lightning bolt, and it almost destroyed us.  

Then why does your latest venture, the Gramercy Park Hotel, have a velvet rope and 
a newly opened private roof garden no one I know can get into? 
We didn’t want to do that, but if you do something special, you just get overrun with 
people and you can lose your idea. 

Archive Resources 

New York, late 70’s: CBS/BBC News Archives; Studio 54 Archives (various sources); 
Photo Resources (various photographers, 3000 photos); Music Archives (various live 
sound); Music (original music plus, disco mix archives, Donna Summer, Grace 
Jones, etc.)  

 

The Producers’ Intention 

The Producers’ Intention in making this film is to tell the story of an era. The end of 
the disco craze, the beginning of America’s broad-based drug craze (especially 
cocaine use), and the foretelling of the AIDS epidemic that started to sweep the world 
in the very early 80’s, as sexual attitudes slipped from polite consent into total sexual 
freedom, overload, and abuse.  

Studio 54 can be ultimately viewd as a “microcosim” of how a particular cultural 
segment can unleash its boundaries and get out of control. The story of Studio 54 
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can be viewed as a parable of almost biblical quality in which young, fun seeking 
adults, gain success and freedom, yet lose it all to overindulgence. 

The Dream of Studio 54 was the creation of a place where regular, everyday people 
could go to have a really good time and rub shoulders with the cultural elite. The 
Magic of Studio 54 was that the place, the people, the music, and the times all gelled 
to create what was probably the most extravagant nite-life scene ever experienced. 
The Reality was that it all went too fast. Too fast for the times and the people.  

In the end Reality overtook the Dream and the Magic, and Studio 54 disappeared.     

  

Andy Warhol and Divine. Steve Rubell, Allen Parker, and Olivia Newton-John. 
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